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A wind was blowing through the city. In front of a cathedral that reared its lofty steeple in the midst of the
squalid houses and worse than squalid saloons of one of the dreariest portions of the East Side, stood the form
of a woman. She had paused in her rush down the narrow street to listen to the music, perhaps, or to catch a
glimpse of the light that now and then burst from the widely swinging doors as they opened and shut upon
some tardy worshipper. She was tall and fearful looking; her face, when the light struck it, was seared and
desperate; gloom and desolation were written on all the lines of her rigid but wasted form, and when she
shuddered under the gale, it was with that force and abandon to which passion lends its aid, and in which the
soul proclaims its doom. Love your fellow-men and you best show your love to God. The young man with a
sweep of his eye over the luxurious apartment in which they sat, shrugged his shoulders with that fine and
nonchalant grace which was one of his chief characteristics. The elder gentleman did not return the smile.
Instead of that he remained gazing at the ample coal-fire that burned in the grate before him with a look that to
the young musician was simply inexplicable. It is a voyage I would encourage no son of mine to undertake.
But you are not driven to it. Your profession offers you the means of an ample livelihood while your good
heart and fair talents insure you ultimate and honorable success, both in the social and artistic world. For a
man of twenty-five such prospects are not common and he must be difficult to please not to be satisfied with
them. But excuse me, by circumstances you mean poverty, I suppose, and the lack of every other opening to
wealth and position. You would not consider the desire to make a large fortune in a short space of time a
circumstance of a sufficiently determining nature to reconcile you to my entering Wall Street speculation? I
had rather you had accounted for this sudden freak of yours by the strongest aspiration after power than by this
cry of the merely mercenary man who in his desire to enjoy wealth, prefers to win it by a stroke of luck rather
than conquer it by a life of endeavor. It is not for the sake of wealth itself or the eclat attending its possession
that I desire an immediate fortune, but that by means of it I may attain another object dearer than wealth, and
more precious than my career. What could it mean? There must be worth. There was so much of bitterness in
the tone in which this was uttered, that Mandeville forgot its incredulity. No woman of to-day, I should say;
our mothers were different. But I see I shall have to tell you my story, sir. It is an uncommon one and I never
meant that it should pass my lips, but if by its relation I can win your sympathy for a pure and noble passion, I
shall consider the sacred seal of secrecy broken in a good cause. You expect some one! I was in a dissatisfied
frame of mind. Something in the music I had been playing or the manner in which it had been received had
touched unwonted chords in my own nature. I remember asking myself as I stood there, what it all amounted
to? Who of all the applauding crowd would watch at my bedside through a long and harassing sickness, or
lend their sympathy as they now yielded their praise, if instead of carrying off the honors of the day I had
failed to do justice to my reputation. I was just smiling over the only exception I could make to this sweeping
assertion, that of the pale-eyed youth you have sometimes observed dogging my steps, when Briggs came up
to me. Shall I tell her you are coming out? She seems very anxious to speak to you. I could not get rid of her
no how. Mandeville, I have a message for you. She bade me give it to you myself. We depend upon your
honor, sir. Proceeding to the door, for it was already twilight in the dim passage way, I tore open the envelope
which was dainty enough and took out a sheet of closely written paper. A certain qualm of conscience assailed
me as I saw the delicate chirography it disclosed and I was tempted to thrust it back and return it unread to the
old woman now trembling in the corner. But curiosity overcame my scruples, and hastily unfolding the sheet I
read these lines: I am just a little girl who has heard you play, and who would think the world was too
beautiful, if she could hear you say to her just once, some of the kind things you must speak every day to the
persons who know you. I do not expect very muchâ€”you must have a great many friends, and you would not
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care for meâ€”but the least little look, if it were all my own, would make me so happy and so proud I should
not envy anybody in the world, unless it was some of those dear friends who see you always. But nurse says I
must not write so much or you will not read it, so I will stop here. But if you would come it would make some
one happier than even your beautiful music could do. With mingled sensations of doubt and curiosity I turned
back to the old woman who stood awaiting me with eager anxiety. I have promised to bring you if I could, but
I cannot answer any questions. Here was evidently an adventure. The spirit of simplicity and ingenuousness
that marked the latter was scarcely in keeping with this air of mystery. The woman observing my hesitation
moved towards the door. And sure enough just then my intimate friend Selby came along and grasping me by
the arm began dragging me towards the door. Without a word she drew me towards a carriage I now observed
standing by the curbstone a few feet to the left. As I got in I remember pausing a moment to glance at the man
on the box, but it was too dark for me to perceive anything but the fact that he was dressed in livery. More and
more astonished I leaned back in my seat and endeavored to open conversation with my mysterious
companion. But it did not work. Without being actually rude, she parried my questions in such a way that by
the end of five minutes I found myself as far from any knowledge of the real situation of the case as when I
started. I therefore desisted from any further attempts and turned to look out, when I made a discovery that for
the first time awoke some vague feelings of alarm within my breast. This was, that the window was not
covered by a curtain as I supposed, but by closed blinds which when I tried to raise them resisted all my
efforts to do so. Yet I was far from being really anxious, and did not once meditate backing out of an
adventure that was at once so piquant and romantic. For by this time I became conscious from the sounds
about me that we had left the side street for one of the avenues and were then proceeding rapidly up town.
Listening, I heard the roll of omnibuses and the jingle of car-bells, which informed me that we were in
Broadway, no other avenue in the city being traversed by both these methods of conveyance. But after awhile
the jingle ceased and presently the livelier sounds of constant commotion inseparable from a business
thoroughfare, and we entered what I took to be Madison Avenue at Twenty-third Street. Instantly I made up
mind to notice every turn of the carriage, that I might fix to some degree the locality towards which we were
tending. But it turned but once and that after a distance of steady travelling that quite overthrew any
calculation I was able to make at that time of the probable number of streets we had passed since entering the
avenue. Having turned, it went but about half a block to the left when it stopped. First we had stopped in the
middle of a block of houses built, as far as I could judge, all after one model. Next the fact of the front door
being open, though I saw no one in the hall, somewhat disconcerted me, and I hurried across the sidewalk and
up the stoop in a species of maze hardly to be expected from one of my naturally careless disposition. The next
moment the door closed behind me and I found myself in a well-lighted hall whose quiet richness betokened it
as belonging to a private dwelling of no mean pretensions to elegance. This was the first surprise I received. It
was anything but a pleasant one as it appeared to me at that moment, and for an instant I seriously thought of
retracing my steps and leaving a domicile into which I had been introduced in such a mysterious manner. It
was only five minutes by the small clock ticking on the mantel-piece, but it seemed an hour before I heard a
timid step at the door, and saw it swing slowly open, disclosingâ€”well, I did not stop to inquire whether it
was a child or a woman. I merely saw the shrinking modest form, the eager blushing face, and bowed almost
to the ground in a sudden reverence for the sublime innocence revealed to me. Yes, it did not take a second
look to read that tender countenance to its last guileless page. Had she been a woman of twenty-five I could
not have mistaken her expression of pure delight and timid interest, but she was only sixteen, as I afterwards
learned, and younger in experience than in age. Was it that I showed my surprise too plainly, or did my
admiration manifest itself in my gaze? For an instant I thought she would turn and flee, and struck as I was
with remorse at my reckless invasion of this uncontaminated temple, I could not but admire the spirited picture
she presented as, with form half turned and face bent back, she stood hesitating on the point of flight. I did not
try to stop her. Young ladies do not ask gentlemen to come and see them, no matter how much they desire to
make their acquaintance. I see it now; I did not before. Will youâ€”can you forgive me? I could have taken her
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to my heart and soothed her as I would a child, but the pallor of womanhood, which had replaced the blush of
the child, awed me and made my own words come hesitatingly. You must forgive me! I am a man of the
world and know its convenances; you are very young. The abrupt little confession, implying as it did her
determination not to accept any palliation of her conduct which it did not deserve, touched me strangely. She
always approves of everything I do or want to do, especially if it is anything aunt would be likely to forbid. I
have been spoiled by nurse. She nodded her head with a quick little motion inexpressibly charming. She said
she would do it all, I need only write the note. She meant to give me a pleasure, but she did wrong. You could
not have appealed to the friendship of any one who would hold you in greater respect than I. Whether we meet
again or not, my memory of you shall be sweet and sacred, I promise you that. My only happiness will lie in
the thought you have forgotten. Will you not at least trust me with your name before I go? Bowing with
formal ceremony, I passed her by and proceeded to the front door. As I did so I caught one glimpse of her
face. It had escaped from all restraint and the expression of the eyes was overpowering. I subdued a wild
impulse to leap back to her side, and stepped at once over the threshold. The nurse joined me, and together we
went down the stoop to the street. I told her, and she gave the order to the coachman, together with a few
words I did not hear; then stepping back she waited for me to get in. There was no help for it. I gave one quick
look behind me, saw the front door close, realized how impossible it would ever be for me to recognize the
house again, and placed my foot on the carriage step. Suddenly a bright idea struck me, and hastily dropping
my cane I stepped back to pick it up. As I did so I pulled out a bit of crayon I chanced to have in my pocket,
and as I stooped, chalked a small cross on the curbstone directly in front of the house, after which I recovered
my cane, uttered some murmured word of apology, jumped into the carriage and was about to shut the door,
when the old nurse stepped in after me and quietly closed it herself.
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Background[ edit ] NBC remained a late-night ratings leader for years prior to the conflict. NBC tried to
appease both stars, but Letterman left the network in a very public conflict that resulted in the creation of his
own competing show on CBS, which began in Late Show with David Letterman , "the first truly substantial
competing franchise to Tonight", regularly won in the Nielsen ratings against Leno for two years, "proving for
the first time that late-night televisionâ€”and the profits that came with itâ€”could exist beyond The Tonight
Show. But this is your last contract. Time to hand over the keys. See you in five years, buddy! Leno was, in
reality, overcome with incredulity; in private conversations, he likened the situation to a relationship, noting
that he was loyal and still ended up "heartbroken". Are you going to go on vacation? That is not a given! The
program racked up That would be fine if they wanted to. And maybe, in contrast, he himself had simply
played it all wrong. I had a shitty lead-in. I can ice you guys. He expressed his desire to write a statement
expressing his feelings on the matter, and after hearing what he would possibly say in such a statement, Glaser
agreed to the idea, although Ross was initially reluctant. Nothing in there overtly said he was quitting, so he
could not be accused of forsaking his contractual obligations. For 60 years the Tonight Show has aired
immediately following the late local news. I sincerely believe that delaying the Tonight Show into the next
day to accommodate another comedy program will seriously damage what I consider to be the greatest
franchise in the history of broadcasting. The Tonight Show at I cannot express in words how much I enjoy
hosting this program and what an enormous personal disappointment it is for me to consider losing it. My staff
and I have worked unbelievably hard and we are very proud of our contribution to the legacy of The Tonight
Show. But I cannot participate in what I honestly believe is its destruction. Hosting The Tonight Show has
been the fulfillment of a lifelong dream for me. And I just want to say to the kids out there watching: You can
do anything you want in life. Yeah, yeahâ€”unless Jay Leno wants to do it, too. The poster was widely
circulated and displayed on the web and at various rallies. The color orange also became the choice of color
for fans of Conan, referencing his light orange hair. Tompkins , [] Doug Benson , [] Ahmir "? Criticism of
Leno[ edit ] Leno faced heated criticism and increasing negative publicity for his perceived role in the timeslot
conflict, with some critics predicting that his reputationâ€”along with those of Jeff Zucker and NBC as a
wholeâ€”had been permanently damaged by the incident. During the episode of The Jay Leno Show that aired
after it was made public that Leno had been offered the Garlin stated that while Leno had been nice to him
over the years, the host displayed "no character" by taking the timeslot back. People will look at him
differently. Hey, Cleto, you know what ABC stands for? When his booking department called to confirm his
appearance on a "10 at 10" segment during which Leno asked 10 questions to a guest appearing remotely via
satellite , Kimmel agreed immediately. Conan and I have children. All you have to take care of is cars! We
have lives to lead here! During this period, Leno initiated a friendship with Kimmel, wanting to ensure that
they would be on good terms if the move was made. However, after Leno made the arrangement to remain at
NBC, "those conversations were gone," according to Kimmel.
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Topsy the elephant 4 January Topsy was executed by poisoning, electrocution, and strangulation. A second
film of the electrocution was recorded and preserved. It may have been the first time death was ever captured
in a motion picture film. This event was later dubbed the Great Molasses Flood. Some attributed his death to
the so-called curse of the pharaohs. Mary Hardy Reeser , 67, was found "virtually cremated " in her otherwise
relatively unharmed apartment in St. Petersburg , Florida, leaving a left foot in an undamaged black satin
slipper, a shrunken portion of her skull and part of her spine. The FBI report at the time stated that she had
apparently fallen asleep while smoking, setting fire to her acetate nightgown, housecoat, and chair. Gareth
Jones , an actor, died of a heart attack between scenes of a live television play, Underground. Army specialists
John A. Legg were killed by a water hammer explosion during maintenance on the SL-1 nuclear reactor in
Idaho. Nick Piantanida , a skydiver, died four months after an attempt to break the record for the highest
parachute jump; his suit had depressurized causing brain damage. Georgy Dobrovolsky , Vladislav Volkov
and Viktor Patsayev , Soviet cosmonauts, died when their Soyuz spacecraft depressurized during preparations
for re-entry. Basil Brown, a year-old health food advocate from Croydon , England, died from liver damage
after he consumed 70 million units of Vitamin A and around 10 gallons 38 litres of carrot juice over ten days,
turning his skin bright yellow. After watching the " Kung Fu Kapers " episode of The Goodies , a man named
Alex Mitchell laughed continuously for 25 minutes and then fell dead on his sofa from heart failure. Tina
Christopherson died when she fanatically drank 4 gallons 15 litres of water a day to combat stomach cancer.
Robert Williams , a worker at a Ford Motor Co. David Grundman, shooting at cacti with his shotgun near
Lake Pleasant , Arizona, was crushed when a 4 feet 1. Tennessee Williams , an American playwright, died
after accidentally choking on a plastic bottle cap which he was using to ingest barbiturates. Dick Wertheim , a
tennis linesman, died after a ball struck him in the groin and he fell out of his chair. Jimmy Ferrozzo, a
bouncer, died in Condor Club , San Francisco while engaging in sexual intercourse with his girlfriend Theresa
Hill on a grand piano that was lowered from the ceiling by a hydraulic motor. Ferrozzo accidentally activated
the lifting mechanism which pinned him against the ceiling leading to his suffocation. Thomas, owner of a
wool mill in Thompson, Connecticut , died of suffocation after falling into a machine in the wool mill and
becoming wrapped in yards meters of wool. A male flight instructor and a female student, Carl Beauford Terry
and Linda Varnar Keath, [] were killed when the Piper PA Seneca airplane they were flying crashed, believed
to have been caused by the two people having sex in the cockpit of the plane. Brandon Lee , year-old film
actor, martial artist, and son of Bruce Lee , was accidentally shot to death by co-star Michael Massee while
filming a scene for The Crow , as the result of an improperly-loaded prop gun. Hoy threw himself against the
window, which indeed did not breakâ€”but it popped out of its frame. Gloria Ramirez , 31, died from kidney
failure related to her cervical cancer. While treating her, several of the hospital staff became ill, suffering from
loss of consciousness, shortness of breath and muscle spasms. Shortly before dying, Ramirez was allegedly
covered with an oily sheen, which smelled of fruit and garlic. When drawing her blood with a syringe, nurses
noticed it had a smell similar to ammonia and there were unusual particles floating in it. Jeremy Brenno, 16,
was killed on a golf course when, frustrated, he struck a bench with a 3-wood golf club. The shaft broke,
bounced back at him, and pierced his heart. Karen Wetterhahn , a professor of chemistry at Dartmouth College
, died ten months after a few drops of dimethylmercury landed on her protective gloves. Although Wetterhahn
had been following the required procedures, the material permeated the gloves and her skin within seconds.
Jonathan Capewell, 16, died from a heart attack brought on by the buildup of butane and propane in the blood
after excessive use of deodorant sprays. Betty Stobbs, 67, died after delivering a bale of hay to her sheep. The
starving sheep rushed Stobbs, who was on her motorcycle. In the ensuing scuffle, Stobbs was knocked down
into a deep ravine near Durham, England. While she survived the fall, her motorcycle landed on her, killing
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her instantly. Bernd Brandes , a German engineer from Berlin, was willingly slaughtered so that he could be
butchered and eaten by aspiring cannibal Armin Meiwes. Brandes had responded to an internet advertisement
which Meiwes had placed for this purpose. In prison, Meiwes became a vegetarian. Brian Douglas Wells , a
pizza delivery man from Erie, Pennsylvania , was killed by an explosive collar around his neck, as part of a
bank-robbery scheme. Phillip Quinn, 24, from Kent , Washington, was killed when a lava lamp he was heating
on a stove exploded, with a shard piercing his heart. Kenneth Pinyan died from injuries caused by anal sex
with a stallion.
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But the texture is quite different, consisting largely of emblematic landscapes mingled with
physico-theological reflection. While the influence of the recent descriptive poems by Thomson and Mallet is
apparent, the philosophical episodes of this perplexed and perplexing poem begin to resemble The Castle of
Indolence and The Minstrel, while its visionary episodes anticipate the romantic extravagance of Keats and
Shelley. This criticism is universal, and therefore it is reasonable to believe it at least in a great degree just; but
Mr. Savage was always of a contrary opinion, and thought his drift could only be missed by negligence or
stupidity, and that the whole plan was regular, and the parts distinct I shall not dwell upon the particular
passages which deserve applause: I shall neither shew the excellence of his description, nor expatiate on the
terrifick portrait of suicide, nor point out the artful touches by which he has distinguished the intellectual
features of the rebels, who suffered death in his last canto. It is, however, proper to observe that Mr. Savage
always declared the characters wholly fictitious, and without the least allusion to any real persons or actions"
Lives of the English Poets ; ed. Walter Scott to Allan Cunningham: If no, do so, and you will see the fault
which, I think, attaches to Lord Maxwell â€” a want of distinct precision and intelligibility about the story,
which counteracts, especially with ordinary readers, the effect of beautiful and forcible diction, poetical
imagery, and animated description" 27 April ; in Moulton, Library of Literary Criticism 3: There is now no
question, however, that Johnson was biassed in his judgment of this person by the partiality of friendship, and
the life is full of obvious errors of date and fact. It is needful here only to dwell on the fact that at the age of
about thirty Savage displayed for two or three years some genuine poetical talent, and published three
vigorous works in heroic measure. The Bastard , written in real or feigned indignation against his supposed
mother, the Countess of Macclesfield, enjoyed a success of scandal; it is short, terse, and effective. In The
Wanderer Savage made a very different effort to subdue the public, with a long and serious poem in five
books. Johnson, naturally attracted to the moral parts of this work, gives a totally false idea of its character.
What is mainly noticeable in The Wanderer, which describes the flight over Europe of a man who has been
bereaved of one Olympia, is the influence of Thomson, enlarging the range of poetic observation, and
encouraging an exacter portraiture of natural objects. The various details are brought together with little sense
of unity. He called the poem a vision, and he had perhaps a right to dreamlike combinations of facts, but the
result is not a contribution to the study of external Nature. His diction is vague and inexpressive. There is large
use of stock poetic words, and there are many Thomsonian echoes. Most of the descriptions are tame, classical
imitations. They show no first-hand knowledge of the country" The Treatment of Nature in English Poetry Its
merits and its faults are equally illuminating. It is a curious hybrid of different genres. The phenomenon of the
seasons are a descriptive bond of unity. The fantastic figure of a philosophical hermit, who discourses on
ethical and religious topics, appears and reappears, his last visit forming a climax of supernatural vision in the
final canto" Georgic Tradition in English Poetry In the first canto Savage undertakes to describe the pleasures
of retired life: The figure of frost is allegorically depicted and the poet is transported in vision to a vast wintery
landscape, emblematic of his sorrowful prospect. Descending from the mountain heights he encounters a
sorrowful young man living in a "Mansion of Despair. They examine a library stocked with the most recent
English poets, leading to reflections on the powers of envy displayed in attacks on Alexander Pope. The
Hermit declares his faith in the ability of Providence to direct all things to the general good. In the second
canto Wanderer is led to a chapel which the Hermit has decorated with devotional imagery. It is dominated by
a vast monument to Olympia, his departed wife. As he is about to succumb a divine voice warns him to retire
to a distant land where, after slaying the serpent dwelling in the place, the Hermit makes his abode. Olympia
appears in a vision to inform her husband that she is now his guardian angel. The Hermit offers to conduct the
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Wanderer to a neighbouring city, and the third canto opens with a night piece describing the winter landscape.
A noble but impoverished poet is described pursued by a throng of allegorical menaces. The night-canto
concludes with some grisly speculations on the powers of fancy to set to rights injustice. The spirit of Olympia
appears and commands the Hermit to return. Time passes, and passing time becomes the theme of a brief
fourth canto describing the turning of the seasons, the times of day, and a medley of georgic topics. The
Wanderer is settling into a cave to pursue more elevated contemplations when he is interrupted by an uncanny
appearance, which proves to be his friend the Hermit, who advises him to abandon a sacred place for which he
is not yet mentally prepared, and to pursue the Muse through surrounding vistas: The long fifth canto opens
with a verdant landscape, an allegorical procession, and finally the Muse herself. In a passage Thomas Gray
seems to have remembered, the poet points to his own tomb: Neglected in life, celebrated in death, the poet,
now a seraph, wanders the world performing acts of generosity. The center of the canto is marked by a
fantastic account of the rainbow. The poet proceeds to the sad histories of Florio, Cosmo, and Horatio, three
rebels whose characters are destroyed, respectively, by luxury, revenge, and ambition. The Hermit then
ascends skyward, leaving the Muse behind to comfort the Wanderer. A-while in wintry Wilds vouchsafe thy
Aid! His languid Eyes, like frozen Lakes, appear, Dim-gleaming all the Light, that wanders here. The Dawn in
light-grey Mists arose! Shrill chants the Cock! Slow blush yon breaking Clouds! O Contemplation, teach me
to explore, From Britain far remote, some distant Shore! Still Morn begins, and Frost retains the Scene! Still
floats the Sound shrill-winding from afar! Spears to the Sun in Files embattled play, March on, charge briskly,
and enjoy the Fray! Still Fancy wafts me on! Wide and more wide extends the Scene unknown! Where shall I
turn, a Wanderer, and alone? On Boughs, thick-rusting, crack the crisped Snows! In form an Ampitheatre they
rise; And a dark Gulph in their broad Center lies. Thither these Mountain-streams their Passage take,
Headlong foam down, and form a dreadful Lake! Sees God in All! How weak thy Fabrick, Man! Now my
Blood chills! My Spirits fast decay; A Terrass now relieves my weary Way. Close with this Stage a Precipice
combines; Whence still the spacious Country far declines! These foodful Berries fill the hungry Beak. Beneath
appears a Place, all outward bare, Inward the dreary Mansion of Despair! A death-like Chillness thwarts my
panting Breast: Of Youth his Form! Preventive of thy Call, behold my haste, He says. Nor let warm Thanks
thy Spirits waste! The vaulted Roof re-echoing to our Tread! Here stand we conscious! Free flow our Words!
What cannot Industry completely raise? Ye Bards, the Frailty mourn; yet brave the Shock: All their bright
Honours rush into his Lays! Truth from an Eminence surveys our Scene, A Hill, where all is clear, and all
serene. From what dire Cause can Envy spring? Thus Folly pain creates: Shall Gravity for me her Laws
suspend? For me shall Suns their Noon-tide Course forbear? Or Motion not subsist to influence Air? Enter my
Chapel next â€” Lo! Meek Martyrs smile in Flames! And Muse-like Cherubs tune their Harps in Stone! Here
pleasing, melancholy Subjects find, To calm, amuse, exalt the pensive Mind! Such penitential Magdalene
reveals: There from the Dead Centurions see him rise, See! The Glory varies, as the Myriads gaze! Where
Saints, Clouds, Seraphs intermingling shine! Here Water-falls, that play melodious round, Like a sweet Organ,
swell a lofty Sound! Too well his pining, inmost Thought I know! To his my Sighs, to his my Tears reply!
Where now is my Philosophy? Was it, ye cruel Fates! Why must I live to weep Olympia dead?
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Why from us hide his smiling face! In sadness let the anthem flow,- But tell the men of strife, On their own
heads shall rest the guilt Of all this waste of life. But raise, to swell the general song, Our notes of holiest
sound; And bless the hands which rent the chain The struggling world that bound. Europe wakes the sleep of
death- Her pristine glories warm! The soul of ancient freedom comes, And fills her mighty form! Well have ye
fought, ye friends of Man! Well might ye tempt the dangerous fray, Well dare the desperate deed; Ye knew
how just your cause--ye knew The voice which bade you blead. To thee the mighty plan we owe To bid the
world be free; The thanks of nations, Queen of Ifles! Are poured to heaven and thee. Where was her voice,
when hope grow faint, And Freedom sought for life? A stain the deluge could not cleanse Forever blots thy
fame. The blood of innocence is red Upon their guilty hands. Come to thine ancient haunts, and bring Thy
train of happy years, Oh Peace! War flies, but on our ravaged bourne, His footprints traced in gore remain;
And peace is come, but comes to mourn The ruins of her gentle reign. It is as when the morning greets, Serene
in smiles and rosy light, Some prostrate city, through whole streets The earthquake past at dead of night.
National Intelligencer, 25 July It is an elegant and tasteful composition, and deserves the praise of combining
noble sentiments with harmonious poetry. Her Genius sounds loudly the trumpet of Fame; Children, their
parents, and grandsires hoary, Exult in the valor which purchased that name. Her Heroes have fought again,
Truth and justice to maintain, Against foreign insult, menace and scorn: Baltimore and Orleans free, Have
raised the shout of victory, And offered new genius [? Supreme are the joys this day will afford ye, For
Freedom has gathered green bays for each Son; Brothers made captive for vengeance implored thee, And wept
with delight at the battles you won. Whose powers released from disgraceful restriction, A country directed by
virtues best laws. Our statesmen with wisdom have governed the nation, Avenging the wrongs which their
country endured; To Freedom they offered a grateful oblation, And peace by their judgement have firmly
secured. Barker, on the 4th of July, at Spring Garden. Columbia shall welcome, with heart felt emotion, The
noble in worth, the illu[s]trious in name! Land of the stranger! And the day shall arise when the world shall
behold thee Radiant in arms, and resistless in might. What are those recreants whose treasons betrayed thee!
Shake but thy chains, and the dastards shall flee: What are the myriads of slaves who invade thee! The nation
that struggles for freedom, is free. See, where thy warriors speed, Eager again to bleed, Again from thy
confines to chase the fell band; Despots in vain conspire Rises determined to rescue the land. Freedom on
earth has erected her throne! By sages and heroes behold it surrounded! Still, happy and free, Shall our proud
motto be, "We are lords of the soil--we are lords of the sea. Ye youths of Columbia! While the Fourth of July
shall be sacred to mirth, May the name of our Washington dwell on each tongue-- His fame kindle glory--his
virtues give birth To acts which to nations unborn, shall be sung. Let this day to joy be given, Brightest of the
circling year; Far let every care be driven, Bid the train of Mirth appear. Music, wine and mirthful story,
Round the festive board preside, Songs of triumph, themes of glory Raise our spirits and our pride. Social
band of grateful freemen, While the stars of freedom shine, Let our soldiers and our seamen Be remembered in
our wine. Let us then in gay communion The convivial chorus raise, And the prospects of "the Union"
Brighten with our festive praise.
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Chapter 6 : Richard Savage: The Wanderer: a Poem.
It is a continuation of the crime against Kansas, and as such deserves the same condemnation. It can only be defended
by those who defend the crime. Sir, you cannot expect that the people of Kansas will submit to the usurpation which this
bill sets up, and bids them bow before -- as the Austrian tyrant set up his cap in the Swiss market place.

You make breakfast for the guys, make Edge angry again and visit Stretch room. Edge makes me laugh so
much he is fun to write, hope you have fun reading it. See the end of the chapter for more notes. That made
you smile, your new charges were so interesting and nice, even Edge with his mean posturing is endearing in
his own way. Making up the bed in quick practiced motions you set Banana on her honored position above the
pillows like a small shogun overlooking her comfortable lands. Grabbing your clothes for the day, as well as
your hygiene products that will stay in the bathroom for your continued use, you make your way down stairs.
You get ready in no time, brushing your hair and teeth, you smile at your reflection on the mirror above the
sink, you are ready for the day. After a quick trip to your room leaving your pajamas you make your way to
the kitchen to start breakfast, as you enter you notice the lights on and a slouched form leaning on the
breakfast bar. You are surprised to find Sans there drinking a cup of cold coffee, some important looking
sheets of paper on hand, shoulders down and dark bags under his tired eyes. Poor skeleton, if he has problems
sleeping maybe you could help him, ummm some dragon tea would help. You ponder what teas you could
brew to help Sans as you cook breakfast which consist of a huge pile of hotcakes filled with strips of bacon
and a small army of egg muffins with veggies and cheese. You turn on the coffee maker, taking the first cup
for yourself with a lot of sugar and cream to accompany your breakfast. Steps sound making their way to the
kitchen and you see another form of life this morning in the shape of an excitable tall skeleton wearing sport
clothing. I was wondering, the others will come down to eat? Or should I bring their breakfast to their rooms?
You make placating motions with your hands trying to get him out of dirty thoughts. You wash the dirty pans
while you wait for the others to come down, next one to come down is Blue, followed by a scowling Edge and
sleepy Stretch. Edge looks at you with narrowed eye sockets. Hotcakes filled with bacon and egg muffins with
vegetables. You smile at them turning to Edge with a tilting your head in confusion. Edge got red in the face,
sputtering in anger. No, of course not. But I could swear I saw you eat three servings. You are refilling the
coffee pot when the last three skeletons enter the kitchen, Papyrus quickly serves himself, followed by a tired
Red. He puts the it down with a tired sigh. What a nice surprise. You giggle turning to the remaining skeletons
who watch the place Sans disappeared. Explodes Edge throwing his half eaten muffin angrily on his plate his
face turning red. Edge finally gets his voice back bellowing in outrage. He blushed a bright red hue, his fingers
twitched in your direction, Red and Stretch fall from their seats coughing again, ok this is starting to get
worrying, Edge then throws his hands up turning away angrily. You start to clean the table. Stopping before
his door he opens it for you letting you pass then shuts it behind him with a slam, swearing can be heard on the
other side. What you first notice is the strong smell of cigarettes mixed with honey, you give him a glare
huffing from your nose. The only decoration seems to be a framed photo on the desk depicting Stretch and
Blue smiling. His bed is unmade the bottom sheet stained and full of crumbs from what probably used to be
some sugary bread, the blanket is bunched in a sticky ball. The desk near the window is littered with food
wrappers and spills, the trash can beside it overflowing onto the dusty floor. You spy a sock peeking from the
closet, a very familiar sock, one you just washed yesterday. You move to open the closet door, Stretch gets up
trying to stop you. You turn to him slowly a too sweet smile on your lips, he audibly gulps. You must have a
good reason Stretch eyelights widen, he starts to sweat heavily and backs up slowly from you. You see, I was
in a rush, a pretty girl in our house? You smile quite pleased with the results, Stretch is laying on his sheet less
bed resting for a minute. He inhales deeply his eye sockets closing. You shake your head pushing your hands
against his chest and getting up from the bed, your heart thumping a little faster than usual and a light blush
dusting your cheeks. Stretch smiles softly mumbling sleepily. October is just around the bend! Anyone else is
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excited? Nice reviews are nice, love you guys.
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Chapter 7 : Poetry for the Fourth of July
Sforza birthed the Watchdog column for The Orange County Register in , aiming to keep a critical (but good-humored)
eye on governments and nonprofits, large and small.

JEROME says that the tongues and pens of all nations are employed in the praises of this saint, who overcame
both the cruelty of the tyrant and the tenderness of her age and crowned the glory of chastity with that of
martyrdom. Austin observes that her name signifies chaste in Greek and lamb in Latin. She has been always
looked upon in the church as a special patroness of purity, with the immaculate Mother of God and St. Rome
was the theater of the triumph of St. Agnes, and Prudentius says that her tomb was shown within sight of that
city. She suffered not long after the beginning of the persecution of Dioclesian, whose bloody edicts appeared
in March in the year of our Lord, We learn from St. Austin that she was only thirteen years of age at the time
of her glorious death. Her riches and beauty excited the young noblemen of the first families of Rome to vie
with one another in their addresses who should gain her in marriage. Agnes answered them all that she had
consecrated her virginity to a heavenly Spouse, who could not be beheld by mortal eyes. Her suitors finding
her resolution impregnable to all their arts and importunities, accused her to the governor as a Christian, not
doubting but threats and torments would overcome her tender mind, on which allurements could make no
impression. The judge at first employed the mildest expressions and most inviting promises; to which Agnes
paid no regard, repeating always that she could have no other spouse than Jesus Christ. He then made use of
threats but found her soul endowed with a masculine courage and even desirous of racks and death. At last,
terrible fires were made and iron hooks, racks, and other instruments of torture displayed before her, with
threats of immediate execution. The young virgin surveyed them all with an undaunted eye and with a cheerful
countenance beheld the fierce and cruel executioners surrounding her and ready to dispatch her at the word of
command. She was so far from betraying the least symptom of fear, that she even expressed her joy at the
sight and offered herself to the rack. She was then dragged before the idols and commanded to offer incense
"but could by no means be compelled to move her hand, except to make the sign of the cross," says St. The
governor seeing his measures ineffectual, said he would send her to a house of prostitution, where what she
prized so highly should be exposed to the insults of the debauchees. Agnes answered that Jesus Christ was too
jealous of the purity of His spouses to suffer it to be violated in such a manner; for He was their defender and
protector. Many young profligates ran there, full of the wicked desire of gratifying their lust, but were seized
with such awe at the signs of the saint that they durst not approach her; one only excepted, who, attempting to
be rude to her, was that very instant, by a flash, as it were, of lightning from heaven, struck blind, and fell
trembling to the ground. His companions, terrified, took him up and carried him to Agnes, who was at a
distance, singing hymns of praise to Christ, her protector. The virgin by prayer restored him to his sight and
health. The governor wanted not others to spur him on, for he was highly exasperated to see himself baffled
and set at defiance by one of her tender age and sex. Therefore, resolved upon her death, he condemned her to
be beheaded. Agnes, transported with joy on hearing this sentence, and still more at the sight of the
executioner, "went to the place of execution more cheerfully," says St. Ambrose, "than others go to their
wedding. The spectators wept to see so beautiful and tender a virgin loaded with fetters and to behold her
fearless under the very sword of the executioner, who with a trembling hand cut off her head at one stroke.
Her body was buried at a small distance from Rome, near the Nomentan road. A church was built on the spot
in the time of Constantine the Great and was repaired by pope Honorius in the seventh century. It is now in the
hands of Canon-Regulars, standing without the walls of Rome, and is honored with her relics in a very rich
silver shrine, the gift of pope Paul V, in whose time they were found in this church, together with those of St.
Agnes within the city, built by pope Innocent X, the right of patronage being vested in the family of Pamphili,
stands on the place where her chastity was exposed. The feast of St. Agnes is mentioned in all Martyrologies,
both of the East and West, though on different days. It was formerly a holyday for the women in England, as
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appears from the council of Worcester, held in the year Austin, and other fathers have written her panegyric.
Martin of Tours was singularly devout to her. Thomas a Kempis honored her as his special patroness, as his
works declare in many places. He relates many miracles wrought, and graces received through her
intercession. Marriage is a holy state, instituted by God and in the order of providence and nature the general
or most ordinary state of those who live in the world. Those, therefore, who upon motives of virtue and in a
Christian and holy manner engage in this state, do well. Those, nevertheless, who for the sake of practicing
more perfect virtue, by a divine call, prefer a state of perpetual virginity, embrace that which is more perfect
and more excellent. This is also the manifest inspired doctrine of St. Paul, and in the revelations of St. John,
spotless virgins are called, in a particular manner, the companions of the Lamb, and are said to enjoy the
singular privilege of following Him wherever he goes. The tradition of the church has always been unanimous
in this point; and among the Romans, Greeks, Syrians, and Barbarians, many holy virgins joyfully preferred
torments and death to the violation of their integrity, which they bound themselves by vow to preserve without
defilement, in mind or body. The fathers, from the very disciples of the apostles, are all profuse in extolling
the excellency of holy virginity, as a special fruit of the incarnation of Christ, his divine institution, and a
virtue which has particular charms in the eyes of God, who delights in chaste minds and chooses to dwell
singularly in them. They often repeat that purity raises men, even in this mortal life, to the dignity of angels,
purifies the soul, fits it for a more perfect love of God and a closer application to heavenly things, and
disengages the mind and heart from worldly thoughts and affections. It produces in the soul the nearest
resemblance to God. Ambrose observes, but in the first it is most perfect, so that St. Austin calls its fruit a
hundredfold and that of marriage sixty fold; but the more excellent this virtue is, and the higher its glory and
reward, the more heroic and the more difficult is its victory; nor is it perfect unless it be embellished with all
other virtues to a heroic degree, especially divine charity and the most profound humility.
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Chapter 8 : Carmelite spirituality and the practice of mental prayer: January
This is a list of unusual calendrierdelascience.com list includes only unique or extremely rare circumstances of death
recorded throughout history, noted as being unusual by multiple sources.

Original research[ edit ] Where is the term "hop and bop" defined? This article does not cite any references
regarding "hop and bop". Personally, I have never heard about that before. A bit of googling brought me to
this http: I do not know what he means by Boutros , but I believe he might be talking about this: I can find
some forum posts mentioning hop and bop and for example this http: Does anyone have any information on
the origins of this term? Should it even be used in this article? I really went out of my way to include
important games from arcades, computers, handhelds, and consoles, as well as international games. What do
you feel is missing as far as games that contributed something significant to the genre? Most of the time the
articles simply says "computers" because these games were often multiplatform. This seems likely to become
potentially outdated, if not already. Also, major game sales figures reported by the companies are about as
reliably objective as up-to-date military field reports transmitted to the general public in wartime. How does
multi-directional shooting make platformers more like shoot-em-ups? Also Contra has, as has already been
said levels with a high emphasis on jumping whole of the second level of the first game, much of the 3rd stage
of alien wars. The platforms are huge. See if possible if there is a free use image that can go on the top right
corner of this article. For example, see Template: Infobox Biography , Template: Infobox School , or
Template: Manual of Style headings , headings generally should not repeat the title of the article. For example,
if the article is United States , than an appropriate subpage would be History of the United States , such that a
summary of the subpage exists on the mother article, while the subpage goes into more detail. Certain phrases
should specify exactly who supports, considers, believes, etc. Watch for redundancies that make the article too
wordy instead of being crisp and concise. As done in WP: For example, the sun is larger than the moon [2].
Copyedit s [ edit ] Should probably have mentioned this earlier, but my main intent here is to tighten the prose
as an FA candidate. This process does sometimes make things sound choppier, so go ahead and continue
passing over my own pass. I appreciate another voice on the copy editing front. It could probably use a couple
more citations too. This reference is poorly written and, I think, factually wrong. I would change it but what
with the award and all, Hope it gets promoted to featured article status soon. In terms of style and graphics,
Banjo-Kazooie has been a huge innovator: More importantly, the buddy system Banjo-Kazooie introduced has
been extremely influential, like I said just look at Jak and Daxter , Ratchet and Clank , and even Mario
Sunshine , they all make extensive use of it. Sure Banjo built on some of the ground work laid out by Mario
64, but the style, the buddy system, and many more features it introduced have been widely imitated. The
Mario Sunshine analogy is an even greater stretch. Mario has a secondary character which rides around on his
back. Just like Banjo Kazooie. The secondary character converses and plays an active part in the story. The
secondary character allows Mario to shoot projectiles. The secondary character allows Mario to reach
previously inaccessible areas. How is it a stretch? A game which popularizes such a style by reworking the
original idea brilliantly is influential and relevant in its own right. Does it matter what the first 3D platformer
to use a double jump is, for example? And would all later 3D platformers be indebted to that one, or is it just a
logical extension of double jumps from 2D platformers? Talking up the derivative nature of the BJ buddy
system a secondary character paired on the back or in association with the primary character , yet still
providing NO direct evidence, show some please! And even so, it does not take away the FACT that BJ
popularized the use of this style, and that in itself is influential and relevant. One or two other games is not
significant. Also, why does it matter if the character is on his back or not? Why is that a relevant thing to latch
onto that you think it really changed these games in some way? I named other games with secondary helper
characters. Why does that matter? Do I need to go into all the games that use magic shoes and hats now, too?
Please cite these games you speak of, and additionally, where the creators of BJ acknowledged that these were
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an inspiration. And by the way, it must matter if after Banjo Kazooie, other games started pairing a character
directly with another! Debating whether or not it matters is irrespective of the point anyway. Also, You seem
to be forgetting that the buddy-system is only ONE of the features that BJ did remarkably well judging from
the reviews, which maybe you should familiarize yourself with. I tip my hat to you sir, this has been an
interesting discussion. I even acknowledged at certain points in the article that certain games that did things
first were probably not a direct influence on their successors Alpha Waves and Jump Bug for example. Got
some evidence for any of those points fella? The only thing vague here is you. IF you want to add to it, you
need to be specific. The mario sunshine analogy is not really that weak in my opinion, Mario carries around a
secondary talking character on his back which gives him new abilities as well as adding to the story, also how
have buddy systems been "around for decades" in the 3d platform game genre in ? Precisely, I was talking
about the 3D platform genre after all. And again, if you can find creators of later games crediting Banjo as an
inspiration, then it IS relevant as influencial. You could just as easily say Jak and Daxter is owed "Toejam and
Earl" or something and that would be wrong, too. You seem quite happy to argue that Banjo-Kazooie is
extremely derivative, even though the producers themselves have not acknowledged to my knowledge any of
these previous forerunners you purport; something which you concede in your own words is needed to
establish influence. And yet, you come in here all high-and-mighty and shut down any comparisons made to
Banjo-Kazooie and the fairly obvious clones that came after it. And unlike you, I have a multitude of sources
to back up my claims not simply baseless rhetoric , just check out gamerankings. What may be "obvious" to
you is still considered Original Research unless you can cite sources. Frogacuda is simply asking for you to
add some of these "multitude of sources" to the article. As long as you can cite other reliable resources for
what you post on Wikipedia, go ahead and post it. Either post resources for your claims, or keep your thoughts
to yourself. It featured difficult platform areas that were similar to the Bowser levels from Super Mario 64
with a focus on traditional platform jumping. It seriously needs source. The mario "franchise" and "universe.
How would you classify this classic arcade game? The definition of "platform game" has evolved somewhat
over the years. However, by the time the term came to be widely used internationally and adopted by game
creators, the meaning had morphed somewhat. This article is written from a contemporary perspective, and
thus concerns the genre as it is commonly defined today. Under most widely accepted definitions, including
the one in this article, it is not a platform game at all. You move about on a grid, and you cannot control or
aim your jumps. Thus, not a platformer. I would simply classify it under the broad umbrella of "Arcade". And,
as noted, both the "Comical Action" games and "Isometric" platformers are subgenres of platform. As noted
on this page, "Comical Action" is not generally even thought of in this country. As noted -- this is a cateogry
only spoken of in Japan and eastern countries. Personally, I was leaning against the isometric platform because
that seemed more like something where the screen actualy panned. Maybe there should be a little more
acknowledgment of gray areas in classification, but I think that it would be counterproductive and confusing
to discuss in the context of the genre as defined in this article. In particular, for each page the image is used on,
it must have an explanation linking to that page which explains why it needs to be used on that page. That this
article is linked to from the image description page. This is an automated notice by FairuseBot. For assistance
on the image use policy, see Wikipedia: Metroid and the various Metroidvanias would probably fall under this
category, as would Shadow Complex and arguably Cave Story and the more recent Mega Man games such as
ZX. Should there be an additional subgenre clasification for these? Wii, with over 10 million copies sold to
date, and being a true platformer in a 7th gen console. Of course there are exceptions like FPS. Maybe it
actually wants to tell us that no single region had more influence than others?
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Chapter 9 : Nana of the Skeletons - Chapter 4 - Yamilian - Undertale (Video Game) [Archive of Our Own]
After 30 years, Sentayehu has his regimen down to a science. "I don't want to toot my own horn, but I think I know how
to take care of my kids," he says.

Sweet perfection, holding up Magic dew in topaz cup, Alabaster, amethystâ€” Curling lips which Earth has
kissed, Folded hearts where secrets hide, Secrets old when Eve was bride! I fear when on me falleth Thine
empty glance which some wild spell enthralleth! And seeâ€”the sky is bluer! The world, so ancient yesterday,
To-day seems strangely newer; All that was wearisome and stale Has wrapped itself in rosy veilâ€” The wraith
of winter, grown so pale That smiling spring peeps through her! Leafy lanes and gentle skies and little fields
all green, This was the world I came from when I fared across the seaâ€” The mansion and the village and the
farmhouse in between, Never any room for more, never room for me! Is it the secret kinship which each new
life is given To link it by an age-long chain to those whose lives are through, That wheresoever he may go, by
fate or fancy driven, The home-star rises in his heart to keep the compass true? Only the snow can reach her as
she lies, Far and serene, and with cold finger-tips Seal soft the lovely quiet of her lips And lightly veil the
shadows of her eyes. Man has no partâ€”his little, noisy years Rise to her silence thin and impotentâ€” There
are no echoes in that vast content, No doubts, no dreams, no laughter and no tears! But best of all Is to see the
sun shrink, red and small, While the fog steals in more surely fleet Than the smacks that run from her
white-shod feet And clamours of startled calls arise From bewildered ships that have lost their eyes; The fog
horn bellows its deep-mouthed shout, The little lights on the shore blur out And strange, dim shapes pass
wistfully With a secret tide to a secret sea. So very lovely are you, Lake Louise, The stars which crown your
lifted peaks at even Mistake you for a little sea in heaven And nightly launch their shining argosies. From
shore to dim-lit shore a ripple slips, The happy sigh of faintly stirring night Where safe she sleeps upon this
virgin height Captive of dream and smiling with white lips. O Pearl of Cities! I would set You higher in our
diadem, And higher yet and higher yet, That generations still to be May kindle at your history! The bitter strife
Of flag and flag was ended hereâ€” And every man who gave his life Gave it that now one flag may wave,
One nation rise upon his grave! The twilight falls on old Quebec And in the purple shines a star, And on her
citadel lies peace More powerful than armies are. O fair dream city! Ebb and flow Of race feuds vex no more
your walls. Can they of old see this? They bent the prairie grasses low And made a place to play. Then, that
the gods might hear their voice On purple days of spring, They sought the tossing, pine-clad slope And made a
place to sing. Tired at last of song and play, They found a canyon deep And in its echoing silences They made
a place to weep. Man came, a small and feeble thing, And looked upon the plain. Upon the mountain slopes he
gazed, Where the great pine trees grow, Then gashed their mighty sides and laid Their singing branches low.
The homeless winds came rushing downâ€” Oh they were wild and free! And angry for their stolen plain And
for their felled pine treeâ€” And angryâ€”angry most of all For that brave bridge of gold! With deep-mouthed
shout they hurtled down To tear it from its holdâ€” The girders shrieked, the cables strained And shuddered at
the roarâ€” Yet, when the winds had passed, the bridge Held firmly as before!
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